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Abstract. The authentication problem is one of the most significant
challenges in the industrial Internet of Things control system applications. To authenticate the relationships between devices is an effective
solution to tackle authentication issue. However, the previous studies of
Internet of Things focused on connecting sensors and setting the sharing
condition from either private or public in the sense that the relationship
authentication issue between devices is not well solved. In this paper, we
propose CDAA, a Cross-domain Dynamic Accumulator Authentication
with a general undirected graph representing the relationship between
devices needed authentication for industrial Internet of Things supporting trustworthiness cross-domain, cryptographic accumulator, and transferability. Specifically, a dynamically updatable cross-domain authentication scheme is proposed based on the cryptographic accumulator and
a standard digital signature scheme as the underlay of the CDAA. Finally, we give the analysis and comparison and the results show that the
proposed scheme can address the authentication issue. The effectiveness
and feasibility of proposed scheme are presented and analyzed through
a comparison with traditional systems in practical application.
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1

Introduction

To date, ubiquitous wireless sensor devices have made the Internet of Things
(IoT) attracted enormous attention from academics and industries, which is
foreseen one of the most important technologies of this century [1] [2]. However,
the industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) offered interconnection and intelligence
to industrial systems through sensing devices and actuators has the potential to
change the world as the Internet did [3]. In practice IIoT system, for the purpose
of protecting the legitimate access each device has its own unique identity and has
the capability to sense, compute, authenticate and communicate [4] [5]. Many
existing solutions have been introduced into security and privacy solutions in
IIoT, e.g., the data security, wireless power transfer, and the deployment and
communication problems of devices [6] [7].
In a multi-layer distributed IIoT system, the following situations are often
encountered: on the one hand the supervisor entity A wants to command the
subordinate entity B, A should provide a legal authoritative signature to show
the legality of its command [4]; On the other hand, entity A wants to access
subordinate entity C of entity B who is in the same regulatory authority as A,
A also should provide a legal authoritative signature to illustrate the legality of
its command. In this paper, vertices and edges are used to represent company
members and the authentication relationship between them, respectively. That
is, given two vertices vi and vj do not have a signature edge, one can generates
the legitimate signature edge (vi , vj ) without the administrative involvement.
This property can help the authority to mitigate the pressure of the digital
signature authentication.
1.1

Related work

Since the first undirected transitive signature based on the discrete logarithm
and RSA assumptions was proposed by Micali and Rivest [8], Shahandashti et
al. [9] proposed a short transitive signature based on the bilinear group pairs. A
new approach transforming state transitive signature scheme into the stateless
ones without loss of security was introduced by Ma et al. [10], and the proposing
three concrete protocols were based on hardness of Factoring and RSA problems. The security analysis showed the scheme secure against the adaptive chosen message attack in random oracle model. Subsequent to Micali and Rivest’s
undirected graph transitive signature work, Rivest [11] introduced a directed
transitive signature scheme and showed it hard to construct based on a sophisticated mathematical group. Like Neven’s [12] researches, Xu [13] also studied the
directed trees, but his scheme is more consideration on the property of constant
signature size and privacy preserving. Camacho et al. in [14] also introduced a
transitive signature protocol for the undirected tree.
In the existing papers, literature [12] all have designed the transitive signature schemes for special directed graphs (e.g. directed tree) and the security
proof under adaptive chosen-message attack. In addition to transitive signature
studied, a rejectable signatures [13] were used to authenticate general directed

graphs. Followed the accumulator work by Ma et al. [10], Lin et al. [15] presented
a novel transitively closed undirected graph authentication scheme to support
blockchain-based identity management systems.
1.2

Contributions

In order to address the aforementioned authentication issue between IoT devices
in IIOT system, we introduce a cross-domain dynamic accumulator authentication scheme (CDAA). The contributions are outlined as follows:
– In the undirected administrative domain graph, we leverage the transitivity
of digital signature authentication to construct the digital authentication
relation between the vertices of non-existent edge.
– In our scheme, a signer can directly compute the authentication to the verifier
with the transitivity of the signature to prove its legality even when they are
not in the same administrative domain.
– After updating the vertices’ witness and signature, the signer only needs to
publish and chain the new witness and signature, and the verifier can verify
the correctness of the new witness and signature to decide whether to be
signature authenticated.
– For the implementation, we give the theoretical analysis and compare CDAA
with existing protocols(as shown in Table I and II). We also test the time
cost on the public parameters, private key, accumulator update cost of CDAA
and so on.
1.3

Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Section II, we describes the relevant preliminaries. Section III discusses the system model. In Section IV, we
provide the security models of CDAA. The CDAA scheme with its security analysis is proposed in Section V. Section VI presents the comparison of performance
and simulation. Conclusion and further discussion are given in Section VII.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce some fundamental preliminaries required in this
∗
paper. N = {1, 2, · · · , N } denotes a set of positive integers from 1 to N ; ZN
is a multiplicative group of integers modulo N ; || represents the concatenation
operator on strings; f : N → R is a negligible function; PPT is the abbreviation
of probabilistic polynomial time and S shows that x is sampled randomly and
uniformly from the set S.
2.1

Graphs

In this paper, we consider G = (V, E) as an undirected graph with a nonempty
vertices set V ⊂ N and E ⊂ V × V , a set of edges. Based on the definition of the
partition, we split the vertices set V into several infinite sets V = V1 ∪V2 ∪· · ·∪Vu
as Fig. 2 shows, where u = |V |.

2.2

Dynamic accumulator

Literature [11] generalized the definition of accumulator as follows. Xλ (λ ∈ N)
denotes the domain of values to be accumulated and Fλ is a set of pairs of
functions, as well as Uf the accumulator domain. For each (f, g) ∈ Fλ , let f :
Uf ×Xfext → Uf for some Xfext ⊇ Xλ and g : Uf → Uh is a bijective function. For
any λ ∈ N and X = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xq } ⊂ Xλ , g (f (. . . f (u, x1 ) . . . , x1 )) is called
the accumulated value of the set X over u. Additionally, the following properties
are satisfied:
– Efficient Generation: Define a sequence of pairs functions (f, g) ∈ Fλ and
generate a key pair (skacc , pkacc ) for the accumulator.
– Efficient evaluation: For every (f, g) ∈ Fλ , u ∈ Uf and X ⊂ Xλ , there is
an efficient algorithm to compute g (f (u, X)).
– Quasi Commutativity : For every λ ∈ N, (f, g) ∈ Fλ , u ∈ Uf and x1 , x2 ∈
Xλ , it holds f (f (u, x1 ) , x2 ) = f (f (u, x2 ) , x1 ).
2.3

Security assumption

In our scheme, several theoretic definitions also have been based, e.g. Bilinear
pairing, Diffie-Hellman Exponent assumption (n-DHE), Strong Diffie-Hellman
Problem (n-SDH), Hidden Strong Diffie-Hellman Exponent assumption (n-HSDHE)
[16]and a standard digital signature scheme SDS = hGen, Sig, V eri [4].

3

System Model

We show an overview of our proposed architecture based on the practical application scenario as well as abstract it for a undirected tree to introduce the
authentication.
3.1

Authentication hierarchical architecture

In order to achieve the trusted authentication and ensure valid verification, we
establish the architecture graph with three components to enhance the illustration of authentication service and application scenarios in the IIoT. As shown
in Fig. 1, the first one is the third party layer (e.g. cloud computation) and then
there is user network layer which is followed by the application devices layer.
3.2

Transitive authentication model

In this section, we analyze detailed the relationship between various devices
shown in Fig. 1. In the user network layer, we can find that Alice can view the
Logistics, Order goods, and E-commerce in the office, as well as Bob can view
Storage, Workshop and After-sales service in the office. If Alice’s supervisor Eve
wants to monitor the Workshop which belongs to another supervisor’s manage

Fig. 1: System architecture

domain, she needs to go through the legal permission layer by layer, and finally
gets Bob’s authentication to permit it, even though she has the legitimate certification. The question is why Alice does not access the Workshop directly since
she has legitimate certification.
In order to study this problem, we abstract a graph from above situation,
as shown in Fig. 2. It can be clearly seen that all the nodes are valid digital
signatures, node v1i hence can be authenticated by node vq,s (i.e. the blue dotted
line showed in Fig. 2. This authentication problem solved in [4] utilizes the
transitive authentication relationship between superior and subordinate for a
directed tree. However, if node vkm wants to access the node vqh , we can see
that node vkm and node vqh belong to different administrator, that is, in the
different administrator domain. In view of the above situation, this paper focuses
on studying the digital authentication across the domain between vkm node and
node vqh (i.e. the red dotted line showed in Fig.2).

4

The security Model of CDAA

In this section, the formal definition of a cross-domain dynamic accumulator
authentication scheme is proposed for the general graphs in IIoT.
4.1

Outline of CDAA

A secure cross-domain dynamic accumulator authentication scheme (CDAA)
for the general graph G consists of the seven algorithms, i.e.: Setup, EdgeLab,

Fig. 2: System Graph Model

EdgeV al, AccU pdate, AccW itU pdate and AccV erif y. These algorithms consist of the accumulator authority, the signer, an untrusted update entity and
a verifier. Among them, the authority is in charge of constructing an accumulator initial algorithm Setup to generate the accumulator key pair (pkA , skA ),
the initial accumulator status Accφ and a public state Stateφ . The algorithm
EdgeLab is used to add a new edge between node vik and vjs , and also to obtain
a new accumulator state AccV ∪{(vik ,vjs )} and state StateU ∪{(vik ,vjs )} , as well as
a witness wit(vik ,vjs ) .
Two sets of V and Vw as a bookkeeping are maintained, where V contains
the values computed by AccU pdate algorithm in the accumulator and Vw is the
status of accumulator while a witness was wit(vik ,vjs ) created. The accumulator
state StateU also has a bookkeeping information set U for adding the elements
in it to the accumulator, which is a superset of V and Vw . The detailed syntax
of the CDAA is represented as follows:

– Setup 1k , N → {(skA , pkA ) , Accφ , Stateφ }: Initialization Setup algorithm
take as input a security parameters 1k (k ∈ N ), then generates public pa-

–

–

–

–
–

4.2

rameters set params, the accumulator key pair (skA , pkA ), a standard digital signature scheme SDS, the accumulator security key pair (spk, ssk), an
empty accumulator value Accφ and a state information list Stateφ .
EdgeLab (vik , vjs ) → {xi0 }: Edge Label algorithm is used to generate edge
label among nodes needed to construct authentication. Then output a label
xi0 for edge (vik , vjs ).
EdgeV al (xi0 , ssk) → {σi0 , w}: Edge Value algorithm is used to calculate
an value w, the edge representation notation and generate the new edge
signature σi0 .
AccU pdate (vik , vjs ) → {AccV , StateU }: Accumulator Update algorithm is
used to update AccV ∪{(vik ,vjs )} and StateU ∪{(vik ,vjs )} , then outputs the new
accumulator AccV and StateU .
AccW itU pdate (xi0 ) → wit0i0 : Accumulator Witness Update algorithm is used
to input edge label notation xi0 , then outputs the updated witnesswit0i0 .
AccV erif y (w0 i0 , pkA , gi0 , AccV , w) → {0, 1}: Accumulator Verify algorithm
takes as input parameters and verifies the signature and witness.
Security of CDAA

The security requirements of the CDAA are defined through the following game
between the challenger and the attacker. We call the CDAA is secure if no PPT
adversary A has a non-negligible advantage in the following phase against a
challenger C.
– Phase 1. The changer C runs the Setup algorithm to generate the corresponding parameters, .e.g. the public parameters params = (q, G, GT , e, g, H,
H 0 ), a standard digital signature scheme SDS, the accumulator key pair
(skA , pkA ), an empty accumulator value Acc and a state information list
1
n
State. Then C initializes Accφ =1 and Stateφ = (φ, g1 = g γ , · · · , gn = g γ ,
n+2
2n
gn+2 = g γ , · · · , g2n = g γ ) , then sends pkA , spk to the adversary A.
– Phase 2. In this phase, number of queries as following to C is given by the
adversary A: EdgeLab, EdgeV al, AccU pdate, AccW itU pdate and AccV erif y.
- EdgeLab and EdgeV al queries. Adversary A randomly chooses a general
graph G = (V, E). He arbitrarily chooses two nodes vik and vjs without
edge between them, where i < j. Then he runs EdgeLab algorithm to
obtain edge label xi0 between nodes vik and vjs , then sends to C.
- AccU pdate queries. A could change the state of accumulator adaptively,
by querying C to add xi0 to the set. For any xi0 , A queries the witness
and C runs W itAdd algorithm to respond with witi0 to C. In addition, C
runs AccU pdate algorithm to obtain the newly updated state set State
and output the accumulator value AccV .
- AccW itU pdate query. A can query the witness many times for label
notation xi0 (i.e. corresponding with edge (vik , vjs )). Each time C runs
AccW itU pdate algorithm to generate and update the witness wit0i0 to A
as a response.

– Phase 3. After all context processes have been finished, A submits a forgery
(xj 0 , witj 0 , AccV 0 ) on edge (vt0 k0 , vl0 s0 ) chosen by himself. A wins the game if
the following conditions holds:
- AccV erif y (pkA , xj 0 , witj 0 , AccV 0 ) = 1;
- xj 0 has never been queried during the game.
CDAA
We use AdvA
(k) to represent the probability of an adaptive chosenmessage adversary A that wins the above game .
Definition 1. The CDAA is unforgeable under chosen-message attacks if the
CDAA
following function AdvA
(k) is negligible for any PPT adversary A.


CDAA
AdvA
(k) = Pr[params ← Setup 1k , N ;
∆ ← EdgeLab (params) ;
witi0 ← EdgeV al (params, xi0 ) ;
(StateU , AccV ) ← AccU pdate (params, U, V ) ;
1 ← AccV erif y (pkA , xi0 , witi0 ) ∧ (vik , vjs ) ∈
/ G]
4.3

(1)

Privacy

Let graph G be composed of nodes i, j, k and edges (i, j) , (j, i) , (j, k). The meaning of privacy is the verifier, not to obtain any other information about the other
nodes and edges, receiving a witness for (i, j). That is, the verifier could not get
any other information on the graph while he verifies an edges witness.
Definition 2. The CDAA is leakage-free, even if an adaptive chosen-message
attacker could know any undisclosed information of the group.

5

Our Construction

We present our CDAA scheme and the proposed construction as follows. Randomly chosen two nodes vik and vjs for a given group, let (vik , vjs ) denote an
edge.
5.1

Concrete scheme

Setup: Take as input a security parameters 1k and ` = bk/2c − 2, generates an
accumulator above and the setup parameters params = (q, G, GT , e, g, H, H 0 ) of
∗
`
a bilinear map e : G × G → GT , where H : N → Z∗N and H 0 : {0, 1} → {0, 1}
are two public hash functions. Let g be the generation of G. It does as follows:
– Randomly choose
 a value γ ∈ Zq and run a standard digital signature algorithm Signa 1k to obtain a key pair (spk, ssk) for digital signature node.
– Output
the accumulator
public/private key pair (pkA , skA ), where pkA =


γ n+1

spk, z = e(g, g)

, skA = (γ, ssk).

– The public algorithm creates an initial accumulator Accφ =1 and a public
1
n
n+2
state set Stateφ = (φ, g1 = g γ , · · · , gn = g γ , gn+2 = g γ , · · · , g2n =
2n
g γ ).
EdgeLab: This algorithm is used to maintain a state information set ∆ to
store the edge labels. It does as follows:
– For a given graph G, the label of edge (vik , vjs ) between node vik and node
vjs is denoted by xi0 ,where xi0 = H 0 (H (i) kH (k) kH (j) kH (s) ) and i < j.
– If xi0 ∈
/ ∆, then updates ∆=∆ ∪ {δik js }.
EdgeV al: The signer runs this algorithm to calculate a value w and a signature. It does as follows:
Qj 0 6=i0
– For any xi0 ∈ ∆, compute w = j 0 ∈X gn+1−j 0 +i0 .
– Run Signa to calculate a signature σi0 =Signa (ssk, gi0 kxi0 ).
– Output witi0 = (w, σi0 , gi0 ).
AccU pdate: The signer runs this algorithm to check whether (vik , vjs ) ∈
/ G
(i.e. xi0 ∈
/ ∆), then does as follows:
– Update the state set StateU ∪{(vik ,vjs )} = (U ∪ {(vik , vjs )} , g1 , · · · , gn , gn+2 ,
· · · , g2n ).
0
– If xi0 ∈ ∆, calculates the
Q accumulator value AccV ∪{(vik ,vjs )} = AccV ·gn+1−i ,
and outputs AccV = v0 ∈X gn+1−v0 ; otherwise outputs ⊥.
AccW itU pdate: The authority runs this procedure to obtain the updated
witness after edge (vik , vjs ) added into the graph G. For an edge (vik , vjs ) with
the corresponding label notation xi0 , does as follows:
Q

– If (vik , vjs ) ∈ V , compute w0 = w ·

j∈V \Vw

Q

gn+1−j+i
gn+1−j+i .

j∈Vw \V

– Output the updated witness wit0i0 = (w0 , σi0 , gi0 ).
AccV erif y: For an edge (vik , vjs ) with the corresponding notation xi0 , this
algorithm inputs wi00 , pkA , gi0 , AccV , w, and does as follows:
– If V erA (spk, σi0 , gi0 kxi0 ) = 0, then outputs ⊥.
– If AccV erif y (pkA , xi0 , witi0 , AccV ) = 0 (i.e.
reject.

e(gi0 ,AccV )
e(g,w)

6= z), then output

5.2

Correctness

We assume that AccV is an accumulator for skA = (params, γ, ssk), pkA =
1
n
γ n+1
(params, spk, z = e(g, g)
), and stateU = (U, g1 = g γ , · · · , gn = g γ , gn+2 =
n+2
2n
gγ , · · Q
· , g2n = g γ ). Before updating the witness, a correct accumulator value
AccV = j 0 ∈X gn+1−j 0 (e.g. xj 0 ∈ ∆ corresponding edge (vt0 k0 , vl0 s0 ) ∈ G) should
be calculated. For each xi0 ∈ ∆ (i.e. edge (vik , vjs ) ∈ G), the update witness
wit0i0 = (w0 , σi0 , gi0 ) is correct while the following equation holds:
P

γ n+1−j

0 +i0

e (gi0 , AccV ) e(g, g) j0 ∈X
=
Pj 0 6=i0 n+1−j 0 +i0 = z
γ
e (g, w)
e(g, g) j0
5.3

(2)

Edge deletion

The proposed scheme not only supports the addition of edges, but also satisfies
the deletion of edges. In this section, we slightly modify our scheme to achieve the
deletion of edges. Note that, if the authentication relationships are terminated
among the devices, the corresponding edges are also deleted in the graph. Assume
that an edge (vik , vjs ) ∈ E (xi0 ∈ ∆) is deleted from the graph.
Delete (AccV , xi0 , ssk): On input AccV , xi0 and σi0 , this algorithm checks
whether xi0 ∈ ∆ and returns ⊥ otherwise.
It computes
Âcc = AccV /gn+1−i0 ,


and runs Signa to obtain σÂcc =Signa ssk, Âcc . Finally, it returns the updated

accumulator Âcc and its signature σÂcc . Here it should be emphasized that the
signature σÂcc is computed on Âcc instead of gi0 kxi0 .
AccW idU pdate (xj 0 , spk, w, op): This algorithm inputs parameters spk, w,
xj 0 and op. Here, Âcc represents the already updated accumulator and Acc the
accumulator before the update. Notation op will represent the xj 0 deleted or
added to the accumulator Âcc. It returns the updated witness if op = 0 or if
op = 1.

6

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we give the whole protocol comparison and concentrate on the
public parameters, private key, accumulator update cost and so on.
6.1

Computational cost

Since the accumulator add computation, accumulator up-to-date computation
and accumulator witness up-to-date operation dominate the computational overhead, we only focus on these operations following estimation. Table I shows computation complexity analysis on the maximum computation cost of one member
during the execution between our protocol and literature [4]. In order to easily

(a) The accumulation execution time

(b) The witness generation execution
time

(c) The verification time

Fig. 3: Execution time

illustrate the analysis comparison, an abbreviated notation is given. That is:
Ch2 -the cost of computing the prime representative of one element; Chw , CH -the
cost of computing one H 0 (·) andH (·) hash operation respectively; Ce -the cost
of computing one exponentiation operation; Cp -the cost of computing e (g, g);
Cmult -the cost of computing one modular multiplication; CSig and CSvf -the cost
of computing one signing operation and verification operation for SDS respectively. If there is n nodes and m edges (where m = 1, · · · , n (n − 1))in the graph
G = (V, E). When adding a new edge (vik , vjs ) to the graph G, the computation
cost of all algorithms is light than the literature [4].
6.2

Experimental Test

The pairing-based cryptography (PBC) programs are C programs running on an
Intel@ Core 3.4 GHz and 8G RAM desktop PC. We used SHA-1 and ECC as the

Table 1: Computation cost
CDAA/P P AG
EdgeLab/Elabcost

Ours
Chw + 4CH

EdgeV al/W itcost

(2 + n) Ce + CSig

AccU pdate/U Enalcost

Ce + Cmult

AccW itU pdate/U W itcost
AccV erif y/V erf cost
Total

Chw + 4CH + Ce
+2Cmult + CSig
Chw + 4CH + CSvf
+Ce + Cmult + 2Cp
3Chw + 12CH +CSvf
+ (5 + n) Ce + 2CSig
+2Cp + 4Cmult

Literature [4]
Chw + 2CH
Ch2 + Ce + CSig
+ n2 − 1 Cmult
n2 − 1 Cmult
+Ce
Chw + 2CH + Ch2
+Ce + CSig
Chw + 2CH + CSvf
+Ce + Ch2
8CH + 4Chw + CSvf
+5Ce + 2CSig + 4Ch2
+ 2n2 − 2 Cmult

hash function and Bilinear Pairing, as well as simulated our experiments on the
PBC library (version 0.5.12) and the gnu multiple precision arithmetic library
(version 6.0.0a). The Fig.2 (a) shows the execution time cost of comparison in
each stage of the accumulator (accumulator, witness, and verification) between
our CDAA scheme and PPAG [4]. We assume that there are 9000 elements and
the simulation was run more than 100 times. It is worth noting that the bilinear map accumulator is much faster than the RSA accumulator by considerable
amount simulations, especially the slopes differ by at least an order of magnitude the total running time of key generation, edge label algorithm, edge value
algorithm and accumulator updated algorithm.
The Fig.2 (b) shows the execution time on updating the witness between
PPAG [4] and CDAA, depending on the number of elements(from 500 up to
8500). Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the chosen user nodes are all met the
requirements of the PPAG scheme, i.e. all the nodes are subordinates of the
signer.
Finally, Fig.2 (c) shows the running time of verification between the PPAG
[4] and CDAA as the set number increases. As can be seen, the bilinear-map
accumulator is faster than the RSA accumulator. The results clearly reflects
that as the number of elements increases, the verification time of both protocols
increase. Notably, when there is 9000 elements, the verification time of PPAG is
almost 1.5 time than the verification of CDAA.
6.3

Comparative evaluation of related schemes

Furthermore, we show an objective comparison with other related ones to measure the security properties in TableII. Take the scheme in [4] as an example,
which is another scheme to address the problem solving by this paper. But F.
Zhu et al. [4] proposed scheme is based on the directed tree and the relationship
between nodes are superiors and subordinates. It therefore could not be suited

Table 2: Computation overhead
Scheme

F. Zhu

CDAA

et al.[4]

Construction

Authentication Accumulator standard Accumulator standard
technique

digital signature

digital signature

Tress

Yes

Yes

General graphs

No

Yes

Updatable

Yes

Yes

Leakage-free

Yes

Yes

Based on

Strong RSA

Bilinear Pairing

NO

Yes

Cross domain
Authentication

for the general tree, in other words, it doesn’t apply to the practical application.
We represent a scheme which has one concrete attribute.
Based on above comparisons, we could see that our scheme has desirable
properties and it is suited for the practical application. The scheme furthermore
is not restricted by the relation between nodes and can be authenticated across
different domains.

7

Conclusions

This paper abstracted the relationship of devices as a node in a general graph
and took the advantage of a dynamic accumulator based on bilinear pairing to
achieve the authentication of equipment. Notably, our authentication scheme
not only realizes the authentication of vertical nodes, but also satisfies the authentication transmission of horizontal nodes (i.e. between the same layer). In
addition, the merit of dynamic accumulator could provide the feasible solution
for edge addition. The security analysis shows that our protocol satisfies secure
needs on the accumulator authentication in Industrial Internet of Things. Beyond that, the scheme also satisfies the privacy-preserving authentication. In our
future work, we will further design more efficient CDAA scheme to facilitate the
authentication speed.
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